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In her essays on art and esthetics, collected in The Roma ntic Manifesto: A Philosophy of L iterature (1975, referre d to
below as RM), Ayn Rand presents her views on the nature and role of art in human life. However, as the
subtitle suggests, her primary focus is on the art of literature, her major field of interest and her chief field of expertise. To
the extent that she deals with the other art forms, it is mainly to provide a wider esthetic context for her discussion of literature,
giving it a proper theoretical basis. Yet in so doing, she offers observations that in their scope and insight form the rudiments of
a general theory of esthetics.
In their re cently p ublished book, What Art Is: The Esthetic Theory of Ayn Rand , Louis T orres an d Mich elle
Marder Kamhi set out to extract this theory from Rand’s writings. Having divided the book into two parts, they
devote Part I to a c ritical exa minatio n of wh at they be lieve to be the basic principle s of Ran d’s esthe tic
philosophy. In Part II, they try to apply these principles to resolve some of the many confusions and
controversies that have plagued the theory and practice of twentieth-century art—especially the question of
whether works hailed as art, even great art, within the modernist and postmodernist movements should be
conside red art a t all.
On the whole, I th ink they have d one a go od job, p rovidin g an imp ortant co ntribution to the gro wing field
of Rand scholarship in an area as yet largely unexplored. Steering clear both of the uncritical eulogy of many
admirers and the unfair dismissal by detractors, they present a stimulating and thought-provoking account of
Rand’s esthetic views. Especially, I found their discussion in Chapter 6 of the problems relating to the
definition of art rewarding. One do es not have to be convinced (as I am not) that Rand’s definition of art
represents the definitive solution to the problem of determining what art is to appreciate the need for a valid
definition of art in today’s cultural context. Their arguments are well founded, relying on a thorough reading and
under standing of Ran d’s work s comb ined w ith a welc ome a ttempt to relate he r theory to other— mostly
twentieth-century—theorists. Also welcome is their effort to cut through some of the less salient features of
Rand’s presentation—such as her sometimes crude polemical style, her many reductive and simplified historical
observ ations, and her tend ency to univers alize her o wn per sonal taste s and pr actices— to highligh t what is va lid
and va luable in R and’s the ory.
How ever, in sp ite of my overall a pprecia tion of the book, I ha ve som e seriou s reserva tions. The se pertain
especially to Part II. Although the authors here offer m any incisive observations on the eccentricities of mod ern
art and a rt theory , drawin g on sou nd and wide-re aching r esearch , their pres entation suffers fr om the fact that it
represents a wholly negative application of R and. Give n the book’s ge neral title, one wou ld expect them to
continue their examination of Rand’s theory of what art is in Part I by testing it against actual art works, checking to what
extent Rand’s definition of art is corroborated by including those, and only those, works that traditionally have
been given the status of art. As they themselves note, such a test is of vital importance for determining the
validity of a definition. Yet all they offer on this point is a general declaration that they “can think of nothing
whose status a s art is undisputed that would b e exclude d” by Ra nd’s definition. Fin ding no reaso n to
substan tiate this claim , they de vote m ost of Pa rt II to a sub stantiation of their fu rther claim that “the o nly
works excluded” by her definition are “those that have been regarded as ‘controversial’ or ‘avant-garde’ in the
twentieth century” (104). Even though I share Torres and Kamhi’s worries about much of this art, I think that
their boo k wou ld have been fa r stronge r and be tter integr ated if the ir focus h ad bee n mor e positive . Not on ly
would it have giv en mo re substa nce to its m ain title, What Art Is, but it would also have justified the subtitle:
The Esthetic Theory of Ayn Rand. For whatever its reliance on Rand, the second part is not, strictly speaking, about
Rand’s esthetic theory. Essentially, it is a debunking of mode rn art, with Rand’s theory serving as a vehicle. As a
result, Part I is by far the most rewarding portion of the book.
Yet, I have to raise a major objection against this part as well. For in their ambition to present Rand’s ideas
on art as a full-fledg ed esthe tic theory , Torres a nd Ka mhi do wngra de the lite rary asp ects of he r views in
unwarranted ways. As they write, their aim is to “identify and evaluate the basic principles of Rand’s theory of
art—as distinct from her literary theory and her personal esthetic preferences” (19). One result of this is that
they devote far less space to literature as an art form than to the visual arts and to music and dance. But another
and more serious result is that they in certain respects come to misrepresent Rand’s general esthetics. Evidently,

they regard Rand’s literary focus as an impurity in her esthetic thinking, muddling the clarity and consistency of
her overall theory. At one point, they even argue that a partial cause for the scholarly neglect of her esthetics lies
in her tendency to “subordinate her theory of art to her literary theory and to her personal literary esthetic”
(19)—a contention I find rather strange, since Rand’s literary theory has hardly generated more serious
attention than her genera l theory. T hat an ar t theorist ch ooses to m ake litera ture the main fo cus of h is esthetic
concerns should by itself not inhibit his chance of inspiring serious critical attention—as testified by the
tremendous influenc e of Aristotle’s Poetics, both on literary esthetics and on art theory in general. More to the
point is Torres and Kamhi’s claim that Rand’s arguments often are weakened by her tendency to shift her focus
from art in general to the literary arts of fiction and drama (26). I accord with their wish to question to what
extent R and’s ge neral state ments on art m ay inde ed be h ampe red by her literar y orienta tion. The problem is
that in attempting to salvage Rand’s esthetics from its literary bias, they end up with a rather reductive presentation of its
basic tenets, ignoring or dismissing features that they feel are too strongly anchored in her literary theory.

Art as Ethical Model-Building
One area where this is evident is in their cursory treatment of Rand’s view that art can serve as a form of
ethical m odel-bu ilding.
A central idea running through Rand’s esthetic essays is the notion that art is an “indispensable medium for the
commu nication of a m oral ideal” (RM 21). Although Rand maintains that the task of defining moral principles
belongs to the philosophical discipline of ethics, she also believed that the task of communicating such
principle s is best do ne by m eans of th e conc rete ima ge of “an actual hu man fig ure” re presen ting ma n at his
best, as he “ought to be” (RM 21). Without the assistance of the concretizing function served by art, she states,
“ethics remains in the position of theoretical engineering: art is the model-builder” (RM 22). In her formulation
of this doctrine, Rand was primarily thinking of its general validity both for the consumer and for the creator of
art. But she was also thinking of its specific motivating role in her own literary project. Thus, in her essay “The
Goal of My W riting” (1963), she makes it the crux of her personal artistic aims, stating that the primary purpo se
of her writing is “the projection of an ideal man. The portrayal of a moral ideal, as my ultimate literary goal, as an
end in itself” (RM 162).
A curious aspect of this model-building view of art—duly noted by Torres and Kamhi—is that Rand
erroneously attributes it to Aristotle, quoting him as saying that “fiction is of greater philosophical importance
than history, because history represents things only as they are, while fiction represents them ‘as they might be
and ought to be’” (RM 168). As they cor rectly po int out, Ra nd her e misre presen ts Aristotle , since wh at he actu ally
stated in the Poetics was that poetry presents “‘a kind of thing that might be’” (emph asis mine), not as it ought to
be. His specific point was that poetry is more philosophical than history because while the historian has to stay
on the level of particulars, being restricted to the presentation of actual events and characters, the poet enjoys
the freedom to present his material according to universal considerations of what is probable or necessary. For
Aristotle, as Torres and Kam hi note, the projection of the ideal represents “but one of three po ssible types”
(63). However, as the authors also make clear, in spite of Rand’s error on this point and the widespread
acceptance of this error in the Objectivist community—where her “purported citation of Aristotle” has been
elevate d into a m ajor esthe tic doctr ine, servin g as “a jus tification fo r idealize d fiction” — R and do es not cla im
that ethical model-building constitutes a universal literary principle, defining the art of literature as such. As they
comment, “By suggesting that Aristotle was advocating idealization in literature, Rand is arguing for the sort of
fiction she wrote and most valued; she is not stating a proposition true of all fiction” (63–64). Torres and
Kamhi thus helpfully rem ind us that Rand’s emph asis on art as ethical model-building does not con stitute part
of her view of what literature is.
Yet in so doing, they also downplay—with less justification—the extent to which this doctrine informs
Rand’s view of what art—in general, not just literature—should be, or what constitutes good art. Even if Rand
believed that an artwork perfectly well could present more commonplace aspects of reality, even human
depravity, and still qualify as art, she also believed that such art was inferior, both morally and esthetically. As
she insisted, only life’s positives, not its negatives, could be regarded as worthy subjects of artistic re-creation.
For only such subjects, “man’s greatness, intelligence, ability, virtue, heroism,” could serve what she regarded as
the most valuable function of art: to provide a rational person with the pleasurable and life-giving experience of
contemplating his deepest values in concretized form (RM 167, 170). Whatever the narrowness of this theory,
and the unfortu nate m oralistic ap proach to art and literature it has gene rated am ong m any O bjectivists, it
deserv es a mu ch mo re thoro ugh an d searc hing exa minatio n than w hat Tor res and Kam hi offer u s.
A ma jor reaso n for To rres and Kam hi’s super ficial treatm ent of R and’s no tion of art a s ethical m odelbuilding is their contention that it pertains mainly to the art of literature and so has little relevance for other art

forms (30). But although it is true that Rand fails to adequately account for the various ways ethical principles
may be communicated through the visual arts or through music, she certainly indicates that such
comm unication is possible in these art form s—m ost notably in her reference in “The G oal of My W riting” to
the scene in The Fountainhead where Howard Roark tells Steven Mallory that he likes his statues because they
show “the heroic in man,” revealing “a magnificent respect for the human being” (RM 168). Similarly, although
more problem atically, he r theory of mu sic may be stretch ed to inc lude the view tha t it can exp ress hero ic
struggle and triumph— as indicated by her description of H alley’s Fifth Concerto in Atlas Shrugged . Thus, instead
of Torr es and K amhi’s c ategoric al dismis sal of the g eneral re levanc e of Ra nd’s do ctrine of art as ethic al mod elbuilding, what is needed is a careful investigation of its possible implications for the other art forms. Evidently,
it represents a view of art that does not interest the authors too strongly. But given its enormous importance in Rand’s
personal esthetics, both in her capacity as a creator of art and in her capacity as a consumer of art, together with its impact on
many of her admirers, it should have been given a much wider place in what purports to be a comprehensive study of Rand’s
esthetic theory.

Romanticism
Another aspect of Rand’s esthetics also neglected by Torres and Kamhi concerns her view of Romanticism.
Through out The Roma ntic Manifesto, Rand emphasized the superior value of Romantic art. As the title of her
book indica tes, this emphas is reflects not only he r personal pre ference for this kind of art bu t also her desire to
bring ab out a rev ival of Ro mantic art in the c ulture a t large. Fo r her, Ro mantic ism wa s more than an e sthetic
position; it was a fighting creed proclaiming the need for a cultural revolution. Yet Torres and Kamhi have
relatively little to say about this important aspect of Rand’s esthetic theory. Again, their justification is that Rand
propounds a view mainly restricted to literature, having little relevance to the other art forms. They argue that
Rand’s definition of Romanticism as a value-oriented school of art based on the premise that man possesses the
faculty o f volition c annot b e applied to Rom antic art in genera l. As they w rite:
Notwithstanding her numerous references to Romantic ‘art,’ Rand offers few clues as to what she considers to be
the defining attributes of Romanticism in the visual arts or music. Those she does offer bear no relation to her own
definition of Romantic art in terms of the principle of volition (32).
Once again, howe ver, the authors utter a statement that requires m ore substantiation than they offer.
Although, as they claim, they do not mean to deny the existence of “Romantic painting, sculpture, or music”
(340 n. 49), they make little effort to find out in what ways or to what extent Rand’s specific analysis of
Rom anticism may b e profitab ly extend ed to the other art forms. In my vie w, this is a ser ious om ission, since it
involves a line of investigation well worth pursuing. As Roger E. Bissell has argued, for example, a case can be
made for the view that music may express a purposeful progression of action, delineating a pattern of conflict
and struggle that parallels plot in fiction (The Journal of Ayn Rand Studies, Fall 1999, 76–77). Although this is a view
never put forth by Rand, her description of the Halley concerto referred to above makes it highly likely that she
would accept it. Similarly, although never saying so, she no doubt believed that in the visual arts, the portrayal
of a heroic figure or a figure engaged in dynamic action or expressing strong emotion by implication is based on
the premise of volition. Both these possibilities are, however, dismissed by Torres and Kamhi. Commenting on
Rand’s reference to the Steven Mallory incident in The Fountainhead, for example, they oppose her view that
sculpture projecting the heroic in man is peculiar to Romanticism on the grounds that heroic figures existed
before the onset of Romanticism (as in ancient Greek sculptures or in Renaissance sculptures like
Michelangelo’s David ), which they regard mainly as “an h istorical phenomenon” (32). But ev en though this is a
correct historical observation, it does not necessarily invalidate the relevance of Rand’s conception of
Romanticism for all the art forms. It merely begs the question of whether Romanticism is indeed just an
historical phenomenon, being, as Torre s and Kamh i claim, “a product of a unique set of forc es in the Western
world d uring the ninetee nth cen tury” (32 ), or whet her it can be view ed mo re broa dly as a tim eless esth etic
move ment th at may manife st itself dur ing any p eriod. T hat Ran d herse lf tended to think of Rom anticism in this
latter way is indicated by the fact that she refers to it as a “category of art” (RM 99) defin ed by c ertain
fundamen tal principles—a category, howe ver, that found its most sublime expression d uring its intense
flourishing in the period that carries its name.
In view o f the trem endou s impor tance o f Rom anticism in Rand ’s esthetics, I f ind To rres and Kam hi’s
minimization of her Rom antic outlook a bit curious. Aga in, I am temp ted to conclu de that they c hoose to
ignore a central aspect of her theory that does not fit in with their own esthetic concerns, however indebted
these are to Rand . Furthe r eviden ce of this is th e fact tha t they also fail to cons ider to w hat exten t Rand ’s
esthetic theory, c onsidered as a whole, con tains features tha t traditionally are labe led Rom antic. It is worth

noting, for example, that Rand follows the R omantics in empha sizing such things as the power of art to express
the artist’s emotions, the importance of organic unity in art, and creative originality. What distinguishes her
views from those of the Romantics is that she saw these features as subordinate to the more basic premise of
volition. A lthough this is a claim open to c ontentio n, there c an be little d oubt tha t Rand ’s esthetic p hilosoph y is
firmly ro oted in R oman ticism— in a way that applie s equally to all the m ajor art fo rms, no t just to literatu re.

Literature as an Art Form
In Chapter 4, which deals with Rand’s essay “Art and Cognition” (1971), Torres and Kamhi give an account
of Rand’s ideas on what distinguishes literature as an art form. Basically, their discussion follows Rand’s essay
“Basic Principles of Literature” (1968) and her taped course Lectures on Fiction-Writing (1958), focusing on what
Rand regards as the four essential attributes of literature: theme, plot, characterization, and style. But in tandem
with their modest interest in literature as compared to the visual arts and music and dance, they offer little more than a
brief synopsis of Rand’s own views, with little attempt at critique or evaluation. This contrasts strikingly with their much more
critical approach in the corresponding sections on music and the visual arts, where they can draw more strongly on their own
expertise. The result is that it is one of the less interesting parts of the book. Whereas the reader familiar with Rand’s writings on
esthetics may profit a great deal from Torres and Kamhi’s critique of Rand’s views on painting, sculpture, music, dance, and film,
he will learn little from their condensed summary of Rand’s literary viewpoints. And this is a pity, since it is here that Rand
herself has most to offer. In fact, it may be argued that Rand’s esthetics is fundamentally a poetics, in the
tradition that developed from Aristotle’s Poetics and Horace’s Ars Poetica. It is to be hoped for that future
scholars hip will de lve mo re dee ply into this largely u nexplo red are a of Ran d’s thoug ht, relating h er ideas to this
long trad ition.
For Torre s and Kam hi, however , the major pu rpose of their pr esentation of R and’s literary princ iples is to
provide a basis with which to attack certain trends within modern and postmodern fiction.
Debunking Modern Literature
As already stated, I have stron g reservations a bout Torre s and Kam hi’s use of Ran d’s esthetic theory to
expose the vagaries of modern art. The reason I offered was that her theory would have been better served by
being further explored through art works that test its validity instead of being reduced to a mere vehicle for the
debun king of tw entieth-c entury avant-g ardism . Anothe r reason for my negative view is tha t the use o f Rand ’s
theory for this debunking task seems largely superfluous. Although Torres and Kamhi throughout the second
part of their book try to make references back to Rand, most of their critical statements against the works
produ ced by avant-g arde ar tists serve th eir polem ical aims withou t the aid o f Rand ’s theory.
The lim ited valu e of Ra nd’s theo ry for a c ritique o f mod ern art be come s eviden t in Torre s and K amhi’s
discussion of th ree of the m ost celebrated figures in twen tieth-century litera ture: James Joyce, Sam uel Becke tt,
and John Ashbery. In all these cases, they emphasize that the writer fails to project any meaningful vision of the
world because his ecce ntric use of language bypasses any a ttempt at rational commu nication. Although this is a
point that may d raw som e suppo rt from Rand ’s theory o f art, it involv es a critiqu e that in its fo rce is large ly
independent of any prior acceptance of her esthetics. Its validity will be evident to any reader who picks up a
literary work with the expectation of comprehending what it is all about. Similarly , one do es not ha ve to em brace R and’s
esthetics to respond negatively to the bleak vision of life projected by Joyce and Beckett. The extent to which
one does or does no t respond to a work like Beck ett’s Waiting for Godot , for examp le, will have mo re to do with
one’s personal sense of life than with one’s esthetic convictions. Thus, Torres and Kamhi might have
condu cted the ir camp aign aga inst mod ern literatu re largely withou t the assistan ce of R and. W here she would
have been invaluable w as in a camp aign condu cted, not against specious form s of literature, but for good
literature . But this, re grettably , is not wha t the auth ors give u s.

Conclusion
In spite of my reservations, I think What Art Is is a book well worth reading, especially the first part. I have
long bee n trouble d by w hat I see a s a seriou s neglec t of Ran d’s esthe tics within O bjectivist d ebate. N ot only is
esthetics an integral part of Ayn Rand’s overall philosophy, but her whole vision of human existence is in many
ways largely e sthetic. When she looked at life, she did so throu gh the selective a nd evalua ting eye of an a rtist.
To fully apprec iate the ra nge and mode of her thin king, it is nec essary to pay gre ater atten tion to her esthetic
ideas tha n has be en don e so far. W hat is mo re, an acq uaintan ce with th ese idea s will help e nhanc e one’s
appreciation of art. By now offering a book-length study of Rand’s esthetic theory, stripped of narrowing
dogm a and o ffendin g mora lism, To rres and Kam hi have g one a lon g way in makin g the virtu es of Ra nd’s

thought on art visible—to Objectivists and art lovers alike. Hopefully, it is a book that will stimulate further
inquiry into Rand’s esthetic theory in the future.

